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& Facebook During Black Friday
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Part 1

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

cbdMD continued to focus their efforts on Instagram ($165K) and Facebook ($46K), 
for their Black Friday and Cyber Monday (BFCM) sale in November.
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Part 2

As a result of the Black Friday Sale campaign, traffic to the site driven by Facebook 
increased by +15% (despite a -30% MoM decrease in ad spend), while traffic to the 

site driven by Instagram remained relatively consistent.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG
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Part 3

The BFCM campaign had 4 creative versions and advertised a 30% off promo for 
orders $99+, while the Cyber Monday sale offered customers 35% off.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

Click to View. Click to View.Click to View.

Spend: $7.4K | Impressions: 887K
CPM: $8.34

Spend: $4.2K | Impressions: 505K
CPM: $8.32

Spend: $3.4K | Impressions: 399K
CPM: $8.53

Click to View.

Spend: $3.1K | Impressions: 365K
CPM: $8.49

30% off Orders $99+ 35% off - Cyber Monday30% off Orders $99+ 30% off Orders $99+

#
#
https://www.facebook.com/cbdmd.usa/posts/677055509674931
https://www.facebook.com/cbdmd.usa/posts/679143706132778
https://www.facebook.com/cbdmd.usa/posts/677059423007873
https://www.facebook.com/cbdmd.usa/posts/677053656341783
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Part 4

cbdMD ran a special promo for their existing customer base where 
they offered 35% off for 24 hours only.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

Click to View.

Spend: $4.5K | Impressions: 536K
CPM: $8.40

 35% Off - VIP Exclusive

cbdMD ran a one day VIP sale on Black Friday 
(Nov. 27, 2020) for their existing customers. 

This promo did not have a minimum order 
value while the regular Black Friday promo was 

only applicable to orders over $99.

Sense of Urgency

The ad copy created a sense of 
urgency to encourage customers 

to act fast and shop the sale 
before it ends - “Hurry though, 

offer ends at midnight.” 

#
#
https://www.facebook.com/cbdmd.usa/posts/676386103075205
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Part 5

Even though the ads in the BFCM campaign had a lower funnel sales objective, they 
directed users to the quiz landing page to bypass Facebook restrictions.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

Click to view.

#
#
https://www.cbdmd.com/find-a-product-npd
https://www.cbdmd.com/find-a-product-npd
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Part 6

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

The average length of a Facebook sale campaign for cbdMD is 3 days, due to the timely nature of 
the BFCM campaign. On the other hand, the average length of an Always-On campaign is 45 days, 
indicating that cbdMD ads are not being removed by Facebook despite advertising CBD products.
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Part 7

Medterra increased their Facebook (+745% MoM) and Display (+555% MoM) 
ad spend significantly for their Cyber Week BOGO campaign.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG
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Part 8

On Facebook, the top campaign was the Cyber Week campaign where 
customers received a “Buy One Get One Free” promo code for all products.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

Click to View.

Spend: $12K | Impressions: 1.5M
CPM: $8.31

Click to View.

Spend: $3.6K | Impressions: 426K
CPM: $8.44

Click to View.

Spend: $800 | Impressions: 90K
CPM: $8.92

Click to View.

Spend: $800 | Impressions: 100K
CPM: $8.02

#
#
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3207293179376151
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3206494686122667
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3209832965788839
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3209855022453300
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Part 9

Similar to cbdMD, Medterra also created a sense of urgency in their ad copy 
for their BOGO sale as they had limited quantities of each product.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

Click to View.

Spend: $12K | Impressions: 1.5M
CPM: $8.31

Click to View.

Spend: $7.4K | Impressions: 887K
CPM: $8.34

Click to View.

Spend: $7.4K | Impressions: 887K
CPM: $8.34

Click to View.

Spend: $7.4K | Impressions: 887K
CPM: $8.34

Ad Copy Tactic - Create a Sense of 
Urgency:

Dial up your sense of urgency—making 
customers feel as if they are about to 
miss out on a great opportunity is a  

powerful way to drive traffic or 
conversions.

Medterra rewarded the early birds by 
offering them an extra free gift on top of 

the BOGO offer. 

#
#
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3207293179376151
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3206494686122667
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3209832965788839
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3209855022453300
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Part 10

Medterra updated the ad copy for their regular product ads that ran before 
cyber week with sale-related copy.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

Click to View.

Spend: $12K | Impressions: 1.5M
CPM: $8.31

Click to View.

Spend: $7.4K | Impressions: 887K
CPM: $8.34

Click to View.

Spend: $7.4K | Impressions: 887K
CPM: $8.34

Click to View.

Spend: $7.4K | Impressions: 887K
CPM: $8.34

Update Ad Copy with Sale Info:

If you want to run ads for other campaigns 
during Cyber Week, you can make small 

changes in the ad copy to keep ads 
relevant and inform customers of current 

deals. 

#
#
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3207293179376151
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3206494686122667
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3209832965788839
https://www.facebook.com/MedterraCBD/posts/3209855022453300
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Part 11

During Cyber Week, Medterra also ran an ad for their gummy giveaway 
where the winner received two packs of CBD gummies. 

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

Click to View.

Spend: $700 | Impressions: 83K
CPM: $8.46

#
#
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=777600849747347
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Part 12

For the Cyber Week campaign Medterra directed users to the medterrabotanicals.com landing 
page which is a separate URL from Medterra’s main website medterracbd.com to increase 

their chances of their ads being approved. 

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

Click to view.

#
#
https://www.medterrabotanicals.com/
http://medterracbd.com
https://www.medterrabotanicals.com/
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Part 13

Medterra has three different landing pages to bypass Facebook restrictions for 
CBD advertising:

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

medterrabotanicals.com medterrahemp.org medterracbd.com

#
#
http://medterrabotanicals.com
http://medterrahemp.org
http://medterracbd.com
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Part 14

The landing page for Medterra’s Facebook ads (medterrabotanicals.com) is purely 
informational. When consumers click on the “Shop Now” button on this website, they are 

directed to medterrahemp.org which does not contain any CBD keywords.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

medterrabotanicals.com medterrahemp.org medterracbd.com

Informational:

medterrabotanicals.com is purely 
informational, there is no option to shop 
for any products on the site. This is the  
main landing page for all Facebook ads.

Hemp eCommerce Site:

Medterrahemp.org is a separate 
eCommerce site for their Facebook 

campaigns. Medterra replaced all CBD 
keywords with hemp. 

When users click on the “Shop Now” 
button on medterrabotanicals.com, they 

are directed to medterrahemp.org 

#
#
http://medterrabotanicals.com
http://medterrahemp.org
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Part 15

Medterra uses the landing page “medterracbd.com” for all of their other 
marketing channels such as display, email, and organic social as there are fewer 

restrictions on these platforms.

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

medterrabotanicals.com medterrahemp.org medterracbd.com

CBD eCommerce Site:

Medterracbd.com is their official 
eCommerce site that is used for organic 

social, display and email. 

The site uses CBD keywords, rather than 
hemp.

#
#
http://medterracbd.com
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Part 16

Top creatives for display also featured the Cyber Week BOGO deal, however, 
since there are no restrictions for display, the ad directed users to the main 

medterracbd.com eCommerce website. 

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

Click to view.

#
#
https://medterracbd.com/?clx=11730506&r=https://a9149c96bc8bccb2eb8b678e1b936cee.safeframe.googlesyndication.com/safeframe/1-0-37/html/container.html&affid=16059&d=home&utm_source=inv&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=bogo
https://medterracbd.com/?clx=11730506&r=https://a9149c96bc8bccb2eb8b678e1b936cee.safeframe.googlesyndication.com/safeframe/1-0-37/html/container.html&affid=16059&d=home&utm_source=inv&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=bogo
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Part 17

Advertising CBD on FB & IG

The average length of a Facebook sale campaign for Medterra is 8 days, while the average 
length of an Always-On campaign is 25 days, indicating that Medterra ads are not being 

removed by Facebook for advertising CBD products.

8 Days

25 Days

0 Days 30 Days

0 Days 30 Days

Average Length of a Medterra Facebook Sale Campaign (i.e: Cyber Week BOGO)

Average Length of a Medterra Facebook Always-On Campaign

#
#
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From the Advertising CBD on FB & IG During Black Friday Case Study

Paid Channel Focus Allocation — Instagram & Facebook: Both cbdMD and Medterra ran Instagram and Facebook ads for the 
first time in October 2020. cbdMD allocated a significant amount of dollars towards Instagram ads, with a spend of $234K in 
October alone. Competitors are beginning to slowly shift away from display ads towards paid social. 

Content & Messaging — Create a Sense of Urgency: Dial up your sense of urgency—making customers feel as if they are about 
to miss out on a great opportunity is a powerful way to drive traffic or conversions. Medterra rewarded the early birds by offering 
them an extra free gift on top of the “Buy One Get One Free” offer for their Cyber Week sale.

Facebook Ads Tactic — Exclusive Sales for Existing Customers: cbdMD ran a special promo for their existing customer base 
where they offered 35% off for 24 hours only. Retarget your website visitors with a pixel or export your customer email list from 
your newsletter and create custom audiences on Facebook. Existing customers are more likely to make repeat purchases and are 
already familiar with your brand and products, so leverage the feeling of exclusivity with VIP sales! 

Facebook Ads Tactic — Create a Customized eCommerce Site for Facebook: Medterra’s Facebook landing page is purely 
informational, with no option to shop for any products on the site (medterrabotanicals.com). Although this landing page has a 
“Shop Now” button, it directs users to an entirely different eCommerce site (medterrahemp.org) where all CBD keywords have 
been replaced by hemp. Make sure your main Facebook landing page is strictly informational and does not have any eCommerce 
capabilities, instead link out to an eCommerce site that has been customized specifically for Facebook ads that remove any 
mention of CBD or cannabis.

Key Takeaways

#
#

